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WATER POLLUTION CONTROL

MEMORANDUM

To: Gregg Mandsager, City Administrator

From: Roger Kirby, Director WPCP

Date: February 14, 2011

Re: WPCP Plant Renovation Project Change Order # 6

INTRODUCTION: Attached is Change Order # 5 for our WPCP renovation project. This
change order provides for an increase of $53,784 in the contract price.

BACKGROUND: There are a total of nine modifications included with this change order.
There has not been a change order since September of 2010. The majority of these changes are
either electrical or control issues. We had to do a considerable amount of extra testing to
confirm the need to change the transformers feeding the plant plus the extra costs to actually
change the transformers. There was also a need to modify the odor control cover so we have
access to monitor each of the lift stations. Some of these items are related to control functions

which have changed since the original design because we are attempting to eliminate a 24/7
staffing of the plant, so the pay back will be a very short period when you don't have to pay
someone to be on sight.

RECOMMENDATION/RATIONALE: We have approved these changes and I recommend
the city council accept this change order for $53,784. Please include this item on the agenda for
the February 17th Council Meeting.

BACKUP INFORMATION:

The total for all change orders including this one will be about $95K or less than .6%. Typically
construction change orders will be in the 8-10% range, so this is far less than those amounts. I
feel very confident that there will be no surprises with any large change orders before completion
of the project.

"I remember Muscatine for its sunsets. I have never seen any

on either side of the ocean that equaled them" — Mark Twain














